Ratings360
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Intelligence You Can Act On

For the Global CLO Community
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Research.
Compare.
Customize.
All in one place.
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Ratings360® allows you to
gain quick and easy access to
a holistic picture of the credit
story of both CLOs and their
underlying portfolio of loans.
S&P Global Ratings offers
a consolidated view of your
critical credit risk factors, along
with new tools, services and
support, in one easy-to-use
digital platform, ensuring you
have all the data you need to
stay informed, plan ahead and
make decisions with conviction.
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Unlock multiple layers
of data and insights in a
matter of moments.
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Ratings and Related Data

Research

Relevance

View and benchmark ratings
and related data for CLOs
and their portfolios:

Stay ahead of the factors moving
industries around the globe:

Tailor the data in a way that is
meaningful for you:

Debt Universe
–– Gain visibility into the debt, both for loans
and bonds, held in CLOs’ portfolios.
–– View individual debt issuer’s ratings
and research
–– Compare the debt held to other issuers
in the same sector
–– Receive alerts if a rating changes

–– Economic research on 90+
global economies

–– Utilize our comprehensive filters to find the
loans that match your criteria

–– Rating distribution across geographies,
sectors and grades

–– Leverage our list functionality to create
custom lists of collateral based on
parameters chosen by you

CLO Ratings
–– Direct access to the ratings information,
ratings history, performance data, and
key credit metrics of CLOs all in one
convenient location

–– Market sentiment and commentary
across 20 different sectors

–– Access our dynamic product finder designed
to help you easily find S&P Global Ratings
solutions based on the scenarios you are
facing e.g. Ratings Evaluation Service (RES)
and our suite of Sustainable Finance

–– View or listen to our latest videos and
podcasts through our Multimedia channel

–– Customize email alerts on your transactions,
peers, research and criteria updates

Peer or Portfolio Comparison
–– Create custom portfolios of CLOs and
benchmark them against similarly
rated peers on key financial metrics
Models
–– Tap into the latest versions of the models
used by our analysts when deriving ratings
of a CLO
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–– Latest research and commentary
from our team of over 1,500 Analysts
and Economists

–– Download data, export to PDF, or save it as a
shortcut for later use

Leverage all of our research
capabilities across the world
in one place so you can stay in
touch with the risk and economic
conditions affecting your industry.
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Feature Focus: Collateral Universe

Access the universe of (collateralized and uncollateralized)
S&P rated corporate loans/bonds.
–– Gain visibility into the outstanding
loans/bonds in the market that
can be included in existing and
future CLOs
–– Deep-dive into particular obligors
to understand the complete credit
risk of loans/bonds
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–– Utilize our comprehensive
filters to find the loans that
match your criteria
–– Leverage our list functionality to
create static and dynamic lists
to track loans in your portfolio
collateral based on parameters
chosen by you, as well as receiving
alerts if we take a ratings action.

–– Receive research alerts based on
the contents of your lists
–– Option to download data or save it
as a shortcut for later use

Gain a holistic view
of the credit story
of your CLOs.
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Feature Focus: Dashboard

View a snapshot of your critical credit risk factors all in one place.
––Monitor the latest credit research on
CLOs and their peers

–– Quickly access economic research
tailored to your country and region

–– Access the latest pre-sales and
ratings actions on CLOs and all
Corporate sectors

–– Activate research alerts for CLOs
and their peers
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–– Understand the underlying
exposure of CLOs to different
countries and Industries
–– Instant access to our latest
videos and podcasts with our
Multimedia channel

Feature Focus: Peers

Shape your competitive strategy and benchmark your
performance against that of your peers.
–– Create custom portfolios and
benchmark your CLOs against
similarly rated peers
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–– Select up to 40 peer CLOs at
any one time

–– Download data, export to PDF, or
save it as a shortcut for later use

Explore trends, sentiment
and feedback captured on
our Analytical outreach
with investors
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Feature Focus: Models

Access the latest versions of the models used by
our analysts when deriving ratings of CLOs.
Key Models include:
CDO Evaluator
Evaluates pools of corporate, municipal or
structured finance assets. Using a Monte Carlo
simulation of defaults, the model incorporates our
default and correlation assumptions to estimate
portfolio loss rates under different economic
stresses commensurate with our rating levels.
CDO Monitor
Determines compliance with the S&P Global
Ratings’ CDO Monitor Test as required by
transaction documents. The CDO Monitor Test
is intended to highlight potential changes in the
credit quality of the underlying assets in a CDO, or
changes in other collateral attributes, that could
have an impact on transaction performance.
Cash Flow Evaluator
Applies various combinations of stresses to the
collateral portfolio of a structured transaction
and examines whether the rated securities would
likely receive timely or ultimate interest and
principal payments in those scenarios.
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A World of Your Critical Risk
Factors Awaits.

For CLO Managers, Issuers and Arrangers:
Americas

EMEA

APAC

Register today at platform.ratings360.
spglobal.com to explore the wealth of
capabilities available to you.
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